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About Us
Hi Tech is an initiative of a Group 
of Malayans Established since 
2000, we have built up a wealth of 
knowledge and experience which 
combined with state-of-the-art 
equipment and the finest materials 
enables us to give our clients the 
best possible service.

We are a team of dedicated, 
skilled and creative people who 
are capable of satisfying all your 
roofing necessities. Our team of 
highly skilled and experienced 
professionals work closely with 
each customers, understanding 
requirements and providing highly 
creative solutions that suits each 
individual needs.

A Group Of Malayans

Quality

99%

Timing

99%

Protection

99%

ABOUT US

We are one of the leading domestic 
and industrial truss roofing 
contractors in Kerala, specializing in 
all aspects of metal based roofing 
as well as range of related services 
including every kinds of structural 
fabrication and different kinds of 
truss roofing with Clay tiles, Ceramic 
Tiles, Concrete Tiles, Shingles, 
Polycarbonate Sheets, Aluminium 
and Steel.

OUR MISSION

We provide quality and structured 
truss roofing for buildings which 
helps roofing materials to be lasted 
for long period.

Availability: We have the manpower 
and technical ability to offer services 
across Kerala.

Multubrand: We deal with some of 
the most popular shingle brands in 
the world.

Trained Workers: We always provide 
skilled roofers for better results.We 
have trained workers.

OUR VISION

We use only quality materials and 
skilled technicians for Truss roofing 
which helps your roof safe and 
beautiful.
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Our Services

OUR SERVICE

Chinese Ceramic Roof Tiles
GI Sheet.
Shingles
Heavy Truss Work
All Welding Work
Grill Work
Car Porch Work

Stair Work
Gate Work
Sealing Work in Vboard
Intelock Work
Painting Work
Construction Work
Interior Design
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Roof Truss
Godown Works
Polycarbonate
Tress Works
Polycarbonate
Truss Works
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We are doing all kinds of 
roofing works

Availability:
We have the manpower and technical 
ability to offer services across Kerala.

Multi Brand:
We deal with some of the most popular 

shingle brands in the world.

Trained Workers:
We always provide skilled roofers for 

better results.We have trained workers.
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Happy Customer’s Experienced Work Team

Description  Customer happiness is 
when your customers are fully satis-
fied with our product and services.

Description  We have the manpower 
and technical ability to offer services 
across Kerala

99% 99%

Full-Time Protection Service Warranty

Description  To ensure the quality 
of a rooftop system for a sustained 
period of time, it becomes extremely 
important to focus on its

Description  We provide quality and 
structured truss roofing for buildings 
which helps roofing materials to be 
lasted for long period.

99% 99%

We always provide skilled roofers for 
better results.We have trained workers.
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At Hi-Tech Roofings Works you’ll find an expert and 
professional team. Based in Kannur, all our staff are 
experienced and committed to achieving the best results 
to ensure your roofings have a long and sturdy life. 
Whether you’re looking to install or repair your roofings 
or other work’s, We can advise and find a solution that 
works with your budget, needs and style preferences – 
you may can reach me on this mobile number  
+91 99611 21419 / +91 90612 73789.

We guarantee customer expectations with timely 
installations using high quality, everlasting and durable 
materials that provide maximum lifetime.

Why Choose Hi-Tech Roofings

Hi-Tech Authorized Partner:
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We Provide High 
Quality and Cost 

Effective Services
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GI Sheet Work, Truss Work, Polycar-
bonate Sheet, Carshed
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       We provide quality and 
structured truss roofing 
for buildings which helps 
roofing materials to be lasted 
for long period.

”
”
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Address: Velloonny Road, Kelakam, Pin 670674
Kannur Dist., Kerala State, India
Phone: +91 99611 21419 Mobile +91 90612 73789  
Email: info@hi-tech-roofings.com 
Email-2: justinknfrancis@gmail.com
Website:  www.hi-tech-roofings.com
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